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Letter From the Editors...
Dear Skidmore,
Another year, another dollar. And if you’re a woman, another seventy cents.
But that’s okay, females, because we finally did it. The Skidmo’ Daily has single-handedly ended gender
inequality. Yes, that’s right, I, Hannah Kotler, a woman, am finally in charge--Well, partially in charge, Hannah, don’t get too ahead of yourself. Don’t worry fellas, I may be abroad, but
Max LoSardo will be keeping this broad in check. But, the fact that there is a woman to be kept in check is
a fact that we couldn’t be more proud of. And yes, there are other women on the e-board, and I mean a lot
of other women (like four other). So, if Skidmo’s quality takes a turn for the wors--And ladies, I know it may seem disappointing that the glass ceiling that our dear Hillary left millions
of cracks in is still hanging by a thread, but with just a little more time, the men will be cleaning up the
shards with their bare hands. Just you wait, by the end of this year Max will be but a pauper in the empire that is The Skidette ’ Daily. We worked really hard on this edit--This edition is fucking thick. Just like--The barriers that women have faced for centuries may seem impossible to take down, but I promise you
all, it can be done, and I hope this change at The Skidmo’ Daily is a shining example--Of the idea that if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. So let’s see how this goes.
We. Can. Do. This. Girls.
To the future, to progress, and to not changing the status quo too much,
Max LoSardo & Hannah Kotler,
Editors-in-Chief

Top Stories of the Week
THE NEXT OSCAR WILDE? MAN DIES AT 40
‘Yeah, just Venmo me,” says Modern Day Mansa Musa
Kanye West Comes Out As ‘Kyle White,’ Ending 41 Year Minstrel Show
High School Freshmen Begin Dating With Intent To Break Up On Prom Night
‘Bart O’Kavanugh’ Ends Up Surprisingly Unscathed
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Male Student Sticks Tampon Up Asshole for Final Gender Studies Project
by Rebecca Hornstein

I Didn’t Know I Was Gay Until My Hunk
of A High School Bully Told Me I Was
by Ethan Celebuski

SKIDMORE COLLEGE -- “It was unlike anything I
had ever felt before,” said Bradley Johnson, a current
first-year student at Skidmore College. Every year,
several students enroll in an introductory gender
studies class at Skidmore. In this class, students
open their minds up to a wide variety of experiences, and think about masculinity, femininity, as well
as the structures that define it. Johnson explained to
us that he had “never really thought about what it
was like to be a Woman or have female sex organs.”
While in class one day, Johnson observed two
female classmates having an exchange over a “tampon.” Johnson says he had never heard of such an
object. “I was fascinated, I obsessed over this item
that I, due to my own body, would never really
have to encounter.” He adds: “There was something
kind of beautiful and artful about it. When held a
tampon in my hand for the first time, it was a real
eureka moment.”

High school bullies can be menacing, mean, and just
downright nasty. But what happens when one of these
nerd-pushers has a heart of gold? Skidmore student Jeff
Williamson had that very experience.

Johnson decided that he couldn’t bear the thought
of his maleness getting in the way of understanding
the experiences of people different than him simply
due to their sex. While brooding on all of his new
knowledge, Johnson knew what he had to do.

“I was just a freshman at the time and it was my first day
of school, so I was pretty scared. I came to school with
my best ripped, acid washed jeans and leather jacket; I
wanted to make a good impression. That was when I saw
him. He was tall and handsome and smelled like sweat
from a fresh practice (in a good way). Then he said the
six words that would forever change my life, ‘What are
you looking at, faggot?’ I melted. Was Captain Mike
talking to me? I couldn’t believe my eyes when he walked
over and grabbed me by the waist to reach my underwear
and give me the most powerful and transcendent wedgie
of all time. I was in love.”

“I had to put the tampon up my asshole.”
In this way, Johnson said he could empathize with
the pain of the “female experience.” He spoke to
us about the asshole, and how it is a “male vagina,”
and how the tampon being shoved into it made his
asshole feel “really tight,” and how this may help
him understand other female experiences such as
birth, the pain of miscarriage, and painful vaginal sex. Johnson describes the experience as “eye
opening and spiritual.” Johnson will be attempting
to organize a photographical documentation of this
process separate from his final project and exhibit it
in the Schick gallery. More details to come.

“I struggled with my sexuality from a very young age,
like most gay youths do. It was particularly hard for me
because I grew up in a conservative neighborhood where
things like homosexuality weren’t discussed,” Williamson
recounted to Skidmo’ reporters. “It wasn’t some Disney
show hunk or a man on the subway with one too many
buttons unbuttoned that made me realize my sexuality, it
was Mike.”
Mike Sanders was the captain of the football team at Jeff ’s
high school. He was tall, strong, had a jaw of steel, and
was notorious for his crude remarks and stunning hairline. Sanders, as he did at the beginning of most school
years, began to pick his targets for the next semester.

Williamson credits his bully with helping him discover
his sexuality. The two have since reconciled over Facebook and have planned a wedding for next March.

M+J
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Outrage on Campus That Center for the Integrated Sciences Abbreviates to “CIS”
by Adam Weinreb
SARATOGA SPRINGS -- Delaying the long anticipated opening of Skidmore’s Center for Integrated Sciences,
students have taken to protest the building’s seemingly heteronormative abbreviation, “CIS.”
Brittney Smith, a white, cisgendered sociology major, has taken charge in the student body’s disappointment in
what she calls “a blatant attack” on liberal values, stating:
“While I get that the administration has taken a lot of steps to make everyone feel safe and stuff, I don’t want my
parents’ money to fund a building that couldn’t be more triggering to those of us who know people who went
through a lot.”
Taking to the halls of Palamountain, Smith has assembled a group of protestors reaching up to the single digits in
hopes the administration will rename the ongoing project. Another student, Conrad Rabinowitz, suggested The
Really Amazing New Sciences as an alternative for the building. Or, “TRANS.”
President Glotzbach could not be reached for comment, as The Skidmo’ Daily has learned he is still fundraising
for CIS.
Two Students Too Polite to Poo
by Ethan Celebuski
The bathrooms of Skidmore each have their own personality. Whether they are used for their mirrors, for their
toilets, or to look up the answer to the last question on your chemistry test, the Skidmore bathrooms have always
been there for you. But what happens when a sanctuary turns to a prison? That is precisely what happened to
Michael Williams and Jacob Parker last Thursday. The two students entered the second floor bathroom in Harder
only seconds apart. The two students were cheek-to-seat before they realized that they were not alone. It wasn’t
until Jacob caught a passing glance at his Kohler counterpart’s shoes that his doom dawned on him.
“I never would have gone into the stall if I knew he was in the other one,” Michael recounts.
The students fell back on the unspoken rule; don’t shit when someone is in the next stall. The rule has worked
for centuries. Always, and without fail, one person breaks the silence and loses social capital. However, these two
men were raised too well. Both fearing the embarrassment of letting their insides out, the toilet twins have been
in the dirty bathroom stalls for 13 days.
“At this point, I’m just waiting for him to die. He’ll never poop. I can feel it. I can feel the willpower. I had chipotle before I went in here so I don’t know how much longer I can take it,” Jacob whispered to me through the slit in
the stall.
The steadfast stool sitters have resorted to drinking toilet water to avoid dehydration and rumors are spreading
that Michael has already eaten three of his fingers. A fools mistake as he is just adding to his payload. With both
phones dead, the porcelain princes are staying sharp by adding up the numbers on their Skidmore IDs and banging their heads against the wall behind them. Skidmore has become the unlikely host of what may be the most
noble stand-off in the history of the world. We may never see the end of this fecal faceoff, but we can do our duty
and tip our pants for these brave men.
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“Please Keep Shower Decorations PG-13:” The Skidmo’ Daily Breaks Inside Skidmore’s Secret Shower Dildo Sex Cult
by Rebecca Hornstein
SKIDMORE RESHALLS-- “Please keep shower decorations PG-13,” this phrase blazes across every Reshall we
have come to love and know, from funky smelling Penfield bathrooms to the eloquent shower stalls of Wiecking
Hall. But how exactly did this phrase begin to take its place on Skidmore’s bathroom walls?
Interviewing with several alumni of Skidmore college, Skidmo’ Daily has uncovered a revealing scandal from
the class of 1970: a group of Skidmore women who called themselves the “Oocyte Community” would meet in
secret. This was Skidmore’s college’s first, and last, secret shower dildo sex cult.
On the outside, the Oocyte community seemed to be a normal group of women. They would meet to discuss
music, their love lives, and their spiritual journeys. One day, the leader of the group, Kendra Donaldson, started
researching sexual meditation. Soon enough, each member of this group was required to own three dildos, and
each Halloween would leave them hanging in the residence hall showers. The height of this cult happened on
October 31st, or “Freak Night,” a phenomenon that happened in nearly all Skidmore showers, with no shower
left dildoless.
Administration fought fiercely to destroy the Oocyte community after a particularly ravenous instance on Freak
Night 1971, involving a residence hall fire related to the illegally installed dildos. However, at this point nearly
40% of Skidmore College, including some staff members, were included in the operation. The fight took several
years to complete, with many expulsions. With nearly all of it’s students lost, Skidmore began accepting men to
the university to fill the hole created by the leaving women in power of the Oocyte community.
Stacy Miller, an interviewed Skidmore alum, still describes the cult as “the most wonderful group of caring sisters I could ever come to know,” and described leaving the Oocyte community as a “painful, scarring experience.”
She still misses the knitting circles, and the “family” she had formed. However, she knew installing dildos just
“wasn’t (her) thing.” When asked if she thinks the cult still exists today, she said some of the members still kept
in touch, but that the community had mainly dispersed. Still, residence halls are reminded of the fight for control
that administrators went through with this newly mandatory reminder established in 1988. So, to the students:
keep those decorations to pumpkins, fake bats, and mesh spider webs, and stay safe this Halloween.

There’s So Many Fucking Women in My Classes I Feel Like I’m Missing Out on the
Male Perspective
by Hannah Kotler
As I’m sure you’re all aware of by now, Skidmore has a shit ton of women. And this 40:60 ratio bullshit is starting
to take over my life. I’m sure you’re thinking, ‘but aren’t you a woman? Why would this bother you?’ and to that
I say clearly you’ve never heard of allowing for multiple perspectives. Skidmore is a liberal arts college, which
last time I checked means we should be allowing for many different views in the classroom, but I’m only hearing
from women, and what good’s that gonna do? I mean, with only other women in the classroom, who’s gonna tell
me I’m “wrong” or “misinformed” or “too emotionally charged about an issue?” Who’s going to interrupt me but
then say “no offense” so that I know it’s chill and that they’re completely in the right? Without the male perspective, I’m just going to start to feel too comfortable, you know? And then I’ll get cocky and start to feel like maybe
my views matter. So Skidmore, all I’m asking for is more men, just so I can stay grounded, okay?
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EDITORIAL: Skidmore’s New Smoking Policy Has Ended Nicotine Addiction
by Ben Hayes
SARATOGA- As the white wintery landscape of Skidmore College melts its way into a green spring, the student
body rejoices. This marks the third month of the college’s unprecedented success implementing its new tobacco
policy. Since the campus-wide prohibition on tobacco was enacted, students and faculty alike, out of respect for
the sanctity of campus security measures, all stopped using nicotine products and successfully kicked their nicotine addictions. The announcement of this policy, coming at the beginning of the 2018-2019 school year, was met
tepidly. It was originally seen as one of many in a series of bungled attempts to control students smoking behavior, after a similar policy was implemented in 2012 but soon abandoned in 2014.
“I have to say,” commented Frank Howards, President of the SGA, “At first I was skeptical, considering not only
Skidmore’s checkered past with regulating smoking, but also the historical ineffectiveness of blanket prohibition
on dangerous substances. But after the campus became smoke free, and everyone stopped using tobacco products entirely, and took up jogging, I am now convinced.”
When reached for comment, President Philip Glotzbach was similarly satisfied. “It’s a moment of pride for me”,
he said, taking a deep drag on his THC vaporizer, “Since Marajuana was legalized in New York this past November I have personally discovered how Cannabis can act as a much healthier alternative to nicotine. I’m pleased
that the student body and faculty universally acquiesced to the new policy immediately, and I’m further pleased
that they are all now blazing kush instead.” Indeed. Since the campus became smoke-free in January, the student
body has on average, started smoking two more joints per day, taken forty-five seconds of their mile time, raised
their GPA by .33, and called their Moms .8 more times per week. This policy has succeeded in eliminating tobacco use on campus altogether with no pushback from students whatsoever.
“Before the ban I smoked almost a pack a day” Admitted a student smoker, wishing to remain anonymous. “But
when I heard that it was technically no longer going to be allowed, I knew I wouldn’t disobey campus ordinances.
I am a good person. So, I voluntarily went through cold-turkey nicotine withdrawal as soon as the ban was put
into effect. Thank you Philly G.”
Realizing that the path for self-improvement lies in submittal to bureaucratic regulation, the student body begs
only one further question: What’s next?
Non-Binary Band Refuses to Be Signed to Label
by Joe Newman-Getzler
SLOPING FALLS, New York - Local queercore band Vast and Empty have refused a record contract with alt-rock
label Troubadour, on the grounds of not wanting to be labelled.
“We’ve gotten so far in our scene by avoiding labels and being ourselves,” explained lead singer and guitarist Pixy
Stix. “Using labels drags us down, keep us from expressing ourselves fully. Nothing can change that.”
The contract would have been for a five-album deal, as well as a major publicity push and a headlining tour. Vast
and Empty stood to make thousands of dollars from the deal, but they have decided to stand their ground. “It
doesn’t make much sense to me,” puzzled Troubadour founder Grant Poland. “Signing to a label isn’t the same as
being labelled. We wouldn’t want them to change a thing.”
In spite of this explanation, Vast and Empty will continue as an independent group. They have scattered shows
for the next few weeks and appear to have no regrets about their lost opportunity.
“Queercore is about being yourself,” drummer Trev E. Fountain remarked. “If we get labelled, we lose that pure,
undiluted part of ourselves. Who’d want that?”
Upon hearing the suggestion that the label referred not to a gender or sexuality label but more specifically a re
cord label, Fountain’s face appeared to fall. As reporters exited the studio, Fountain was heard muttering, “Damn
it! Why didn’t we ask?”
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TRAVEL BLOG: BATH, ENGLAND
by Max LoSardo
Bath, England looks like a movie set for “Generic European City.” Beautiful skylines and rivers surround the
city, which I’m told, are supposed to make me feel something. Bath itself is like a mall: closed off, maze-like, and
featuring two H&M stores.
Every building looks like it has always been as old as it currently looks: a nicely permanent yellow wash. Every
door in the city is too short and heavy, and every citizen is too short and heavy. One third of the population are
tourists, another third are students, and the other third are dead.
Bath is named after the Roman Baths, which are, you guessed it, where the Romans took Baths. If I were to pronounce it properly, I would say “Rowm’n Boths.” Every tour will tell you that Jane Austen lived here, but not that
she left after five years when she ran out of artistic inspiration (Such as is happening to me after five weeks.)
Upon hearing your American accent, the dead locals will be as quick to bring up Trump as Americans are to
bring up Trump, so it's best to say “sorry” in a fake English accent when you’re bumping into people on the
streets.
The Night Life begins after a 5PM dinner of toast and erasers, and ends after a strict 11PM bedtime - It’s best to
get online for the one club in Bath at 6PM since there will be a delay due to 13 year olds with fake ids.
So yeah, I want to fucking die. Why did I think it would be a good idea to come here? Whatever you do, don’t
come to Bath. I’m having the time of my life! Abroad is a once in a lifetime experience and I can’t speak highly
enough of spending it in Bath! Until next time!
- Max
Sociopath Enjoys Arguing with People During Class
by Tom Pahl
PALAMOUNTAIN, SKIDMORE COLLEGE -- Surprising none of his fellow classmates or teachers, Economics
student Ben Campbell came out as a sociopath after a full-on showdown in his Intro to Political Science class on
Thursday.
“Yeah, no surprise there,” said classmate Hannah Richards. “We were having pretty normal discussion about
Marx and Weber and then Ben just started screaming about postmodernism and calling everyone names.”
In a statement to The Skidmo’ Daily, Campbell said that “There’s just something so poetic about engaging in the
warfare of open debate by screaming at my classmates.” Campbell went on to discuss the “rush” he feels during
a debate, saying that “Classrooms are but platforms onto which the best ideals are thrust upwards. And as the
person with the most objectively perfect ideals, I deserve to be there.”
Not limiting himself to the constraints of the classroom, Campbell also utilizes the YouTube comment section as
preparation for the discussions. “Youtube comments are but a whetstone for me to hone my blades of rationality
and logic as I bring up politics in the comments of a video of a cat playing the bongos. My trusty blades allow
me to cleave through irrational concepts like ‘polite disagreement’ or ‘waiting my turn to talk’ that hold me back
from truly thriving like the intellectual warrior that I am.”
At press time, Campbell’s parents said that Ben is just “going through a phase,” and “expressing himself.”
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I’m The Only One in My Friend Group That
Doesn’t Believe in Zodiac Signs And I’m Too
Afraid To Out Myself
by Anonymous-Seeking-Better-Friends

Guy Who Owns Honda Civic with
Spoiler Thinks Age is Just a Number
by Tom Pahl

“Ok chill, my rising is Taurus and that’s why I come off as such
a crazy bitch.”
“I feel like a Scorpio but my sun is Leo which really makes no
sense.”
“Guys, let’s stay grounded these next few days, Aries moon is
full and it’s Virgo season, bitches!”

AREA HIGH SCHOOL-- Waiting in the parking lot for his girlfriend to get out of 3rd period
Geometry, 33-year-old Daymien Edwards could
be seen wistfully staring off into the distance and
telling Skidmo’ reporters, “You know, when you
really think about it, age is just a number.” The
owner of a Honda Civic with a spoiler and no
less than three shirts with “Cool Story Bro” on
them, Edwards continued: “I took the death of
xxxtentacion really hard. He was such a misunderstood artist with a beautiful soul,” he said,
coughing on an extra-large juul hit.

It’s been a struggle for me as a non-believer. Nodding along
as my friends compare their ascendant signs, pretending to
have the faintest clue as to what any of it means. I think to
myself: “How much longer can I live this lie?” I’m in way too
deep, but how could I have known that you can’t really be
close with someone unless you’ve shared your Zodiac birth
charts with each other??
Sometimes, when they get deep into conversations about
mercury in retrograde affecting Taurus moon, I think I see
Rachel’s* eyes glaze over in boredom. Is she a non-believer,
too? Or is it all in my head? I can’t be the only person that
doesn’t give a flying fuck if I relate more to my rising Taurus
than my Scorpio sun!
Even if I did confess that I think it’s all bullshit, they would
say, as always, “OMG you’re acting like SUCH a Capricorn
right now; try to be more of a Pisces.”
What the fuck does any of this mean? I’m dying to confront
them all about it, but I’m starting to think they may have serious ties to the moons and suns, and I can’t get fucked over
by witchcraft again. Can they read the energy of this piece
and instantly know it’s me??
Looking for better friends, someone please save me.
*The names in this story have been changed in order to protect
the identities of people involved.
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Edwards’ counterfeit Supreme hoodie kept him
warm as he continued, protecting him from
the elements, “But then I thought of Jamie, and
everything was okay. She supports me and my
Soundcloud rap career in a way that no one else
ever has, and never asks for anything in return.”
He frowned, puka shell necklace catching the
early afternoon light as he amended his previous statement. “Well, I do help her with her trig
homework sometimes, but that’s what being in
a relationship is. Buying Four Loko for her and
her friends, selling Baby Tylenol to her younger
brother and telling him it’s oxy, and getting into
fist fights with her adult male relatives; it’s all just
part of the universe’s great plan for us.”
When asked about what he thought about Drake,
31, dating model Bella Harris, 18, he beamed. “I
always knew that me and Drizzy were kindred
spirits. We’re like, cut from the same cloth.” At
press time, Daymien was unable to be reached
for a follow-up comment, as he had been
marched off school premises by the on-duty
police officer.

EDITORS NOTE:
SOME OF YOU MAY REMEMBER “THE OBITUARY OF QUINT TURNER BY QUINT TURNER” FOUND IN
LAST YEAR’S FUN. DAY EDITION OF THE SKIDMO’ DAILY. DO NOT WORRY, AS THE FOLLOWING TWO
ARTICLES WERE FOUND IN THE DEPTHS OF THE SKDIMO’ ARCHIVES. QUINT IS STILL DEAD.
Paranoid YMCA Man Plays Basketball with Wallet,
Phone, and Keys in Pockets
By Quint Turner
SARATOGA YMCA-- Dale Frost, 29, checked into a local friendly
basketball game this Saturday with his Kobe uniform, some Air Jordans,
and… his phone, wallet, and key ring still snug in his basketball short
pockets.
“Look, I just can’t trust young men or Christians in this political climate,
and especially not a combination of the two. It’s either losing some face
on the court, or losing my whole identity to anyone who can guess my
lock’s combination,” said Frost.
Other YMCA-goers were bemused by Frost’s paranoia at first, but frustration grew as soon as Frost tried playing.
“It was extremely clear that the iPad or whatever in his pocket was slowing him down. He had a great fastbreak opportunity that ended when
he went for a spin move and dribbled the ball straight off of his bulging
phone. I get that you want to protect your stuff at the Y, but it seemed
far more likely he was going to break it with a few more moves like that,”
said Frost’s reluctant teammate, Tim Hunter.
Fortunately, Frost got away without any major damage to his phone, but
his ego was not as lucky. After not scoring a point in three straight games
as well as committing seven turnovers, Frost was kindly asked to leave.
Frost did not seem to mind the dismissal too much, though.
“Those idiots had to go back to the lockers to pick up all their stuff, so
I got out of the parking lot first, safe and secure with all my stuff. I love
pockets,” said Frost.

Man Yells “Stop” at Car
Alarm
By Quint Turner
Senior Adam Henrique yelled “stop”
at his car alarm today in an effort to
“get it to shut up”. The alarm went
off around 10:30 AM after Henrique
manually unlocked his car by reaching in through an open window rather than using his car keys, and the
automatic alarm kicked in. Rather
than getting his keys from his pocket
to desist the alarm, Henrique instead
started yelling at the car as if it was a
toddler misbehaving. First, he tried
asking his car to “calm down” in a
relaxed tone, but when that didn’t
work, Henrique progressed to more
aggressive pleas of “please be quiet”
in an angry tone. When that also
failed, Henrique started yelling “stop”
at the top of his lungs in a desperate
attempt to restore serenity. But, just
like a child, the car alarm refused to
stop going off. After about two minutes of this battle of wits, Henrique
finally got out his car keys and hit
“unlock”, silencing the alarm.

Always in Our Hearts

Quint Turner <3
RIP QUINT TURNER 4/28/2018
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Skidmo Daily horoscopes
Welcome back to The Skidmo’ Horoscope! As we do every semester, we have offered our immortal souls to the
devil in exchange for exact foreknowledge of the future. Though we will spend the rest of eternity in unimaginable torture, it was worth it to bring you your horoscopes!
Capricorn
Never doubt yourself! If you think that all cats are
girls and all dogs are boys, don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise! Shut them up, forever! Don’t give a second
thought to those who would deny your perfection.

~Ophiuchus~
Your new sign is bullshit and I refuse to put in extra
effort for you.

Aquarius
You should really check out Justice League. It’s actually
not that bad: fun for the whole family.

Taurus
Suicide is never the answer, unless the question is,
“What is the word for taking one’s own life.” You
should watch Suicide Squad. It will tell you everything
you need to know.

Pisces
Never give up! Unless it’s something you actually can’t
do. For example, if you are trying to controls squirrels
with your mind, you should probably give up. Certainly go for things like getting good grades, just not
mind-controlling squirrels.
Aries
Life can be scary sometimes, but it’s a lot less scary
when you have a proper handgun by your side. Think
about it, would half the horror movies out there be
horror movies if any character had a gun? No. You
should get a gun. They also make you feel powerful.

Cancer
You may have AIDs. You should get tested.

Libra
You know that person that has been looking at you?
Well, if they’re a Virgo you may be in trouble. Keep
your chest safe.

Virgo
You will find your true love this week! You may already know them, or you may have never met them,
who knows! You just have to put your heart out there
and you’ll find them! Just remember, the fastest way to
someone’s heart is to break the center of the rib cage
and try to open the chest for easy access!

Scorpio
Mars is in retrograde and Venus is in anterograde. This
means that the stars are all out of sorts. You should
look out for bees or trees. I really don’t know, on account of the stars. Try jumping, maybe.
Sagittarius
You’re doing great, don’t change a thing.
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Gemini
Love is in the air! Does this mean that your roommate
Dave hasn’t showered again? No! It means that love is
right around the corner!

Leo
Never trust a duck with one foot; they’re pretentious.

Tesla Unveils Horse and Carriage, Calls
it “Newest, Eco-Friendliest Vehicle on
the Market”
by Eddie Godino
TESLA HEADQUARTERS-- The car and energy
superpower company is finally responding to complaints from people regarding how much “gas” their
car uses and how it is “bad” for the environment. At
once trying to change the game with the electric car,
but forgetting that most people are too poor to afford
their products, Tesla is set to unveil a newer, cheaper,
even more eco-friendly mode of transportation called
“the carriage.”

Censored Version of ‘Gold Digger’ Hypes
Up Bar Mitzvah
by Max LoSardo
GREAT NECK, LONG ISLAND -- Causing a stir at
Jeremy Rabinowitz’s Bar Mitzvah, DJ Ally G, whose real
name is Allen Goldstein, played the censored version of
Gold Digger, causing a stir amongst onlooking parents.
Preceded by “DJ’s Got Us Falling In Love Again,” “Hips
Don’t Lie,” and “Toxic,” DJ G noticed a significant drop
off in the participation on the dance floor. “I knew by
hour three their sugar rushes would start to end, so I was
certainly saving it,” Goldstein said in a statement to The
Skidmo’ Daily.

The new product looks and feels just like any old car.
The difference? It doesn’t need gas OR electricity to
The crowd of thirteen year old boys and girls’ faces lit up
run. Instead, the carriage is pulled along by a creature as they sang along with 2006-Era-Jamie Foxx’s opening
called “a horse.”
verses, reciting “She takes my money / when I’m in need /
yeah she’s a triffling, friend indeed / oh she’s a gold digger
“We were talking about horsepower and that got me / way over town / that digs on me.” The surrounding parthinking,” said Tesla CEO Elon Musk while hitting a ents faced a moment of panic as the chorus approached,
blunt, “why are we bothering with all this technology only to breathe a deep sigh of relief upon hearing that
when we can just use an actual horse? It’s like the an- “they ain’t messing with no broke-d-broke.”
swer was right under my nose the entire time.”
“Oh I was so worried there for a moment,” said Carla
Musk has already poured millions into this project,
Rabinowitz, Jeremy’s mother. It was such a big day for all
breeding the fastest horses and designing a cutof us, and I didn’t want any dirty language being thrown
ting-edge new rein system. Already, gas companies are around my sweet Jeremy’s grandparents.” Mrs. Rabinowconverting to hay companies in order to stay relevant itz went on to say that she too “loves Kanye West” and
in the gas-less world these new vehicles will undoubt- thinks that both her and her son “definitely shouldn’t say
edly usher in. Shedding some tears, Musk could be
that word.”
heard whispering repeatedly to himself, “We are...the
future.”
The night continued smoothly as Rihanna’s “S&M” was
the following song.
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Father Stages Military Coup at Son’s Basketball Game
by Eddie Godino
WORTHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL -- Taking a turn for the unexpected, a military coup out at local
Worthington Elementary Worms / Highbridge Elementary Bridges quarter finals game. The gym was packed
with supportive friends and family members hoping to see their team win. But when the game began to go south
for the Worthington Worms, one father took matters into his own hands.
During the second quarter, Tommy Finnegan, star player of the Worthington Worms, was fouled by an opposing
player from the Highbridge Bridges. Franklin Finnegan, Tommy’s father and extremely active audience member,
was outraged when the referee failed to notice.
“Frank is always yelling at me over one call or another,” the ref said. “The guy doesn’t seem to realize that it’s a
kid’s basketball game, not the freakin NBA.”
“Tommy and my son are very good friends, so our families usually sit together at the games,” said Sheila Greene,
a mother from the audience. “Frank is a nice guy, but…he can get a little too invested. I’m all for supporting the
kids, but when you start throwing things at the referee, I think you’ve crossed a line.”
Little to Sheila’s knowledge, Frank was only getting started. After halftime, the gym was suddenly swarmed by
armed soldiers, who prevented anyone from evacuating. The referee was dragged in, his hands bound and his
face bloody. Soon after, Frank Finnegan came to the center of the gymnasium with a megaphone.
“Friends, faculty, staff, lend me your ears!” he shouted into the loudspeaker. “For too long we have tolerated the
unjust decisions made by this so called referee. This man who, clearly, cares nothing for our children nor the
sport of basketball! His continued employment here has been an enduring insult; one that ends now.”
People watched in horror as Franklin publicly executed the referee and declared a state of martial law inside the
gymnasium. “Any member of the Highbridge Bridges who attempts to score on the Worthington Worms shall
meet the same fate!” Franklin declared in a manic state. “Now, let the game continue!”
The Worthington Worms made a great comeback in the second half of the game, beating the Highbridge Bridges
30-12. The coaching staff of Highbridge Elementary could not be reached for comment.
Hockey Player Does Charity Work by Fucking Dhall Red-Side Girl
by Adam Weinreb
DHALL RED SIDE-- Approaching the holiday season, Skidmore Hockey center Tom Anderson felt the need to
give back to those less fortunate by fucking “red side girl” Charvegan Acai. Normally a blue side pussy kind of
kid, Anderson realized while walking through red side that all these girls would probably love to get their hands
on him, and he wanted to make one of their dreams come true. Anderson tells Skidmo’ that he chose Charvegan
Acai because “she looked artsy in that desperate kind of way. Plus, she was just a little bit ugly, which was perfect
to help me to feel like I was doing something charitable.” Approaching her at 1:30am in SPA after eating 5 mozzarella sticks, Anderson asked Acai if she “wanted to get out of here” and go back to his triple. Sources report that
the pair entered McLellan and, after discovering Anderson’s roommates were in the room, decided to just do it in
the study room. After fucking the life out of Acai for about two to three minutes, Anderson laid back in his twin
XL dorm bed and let out a small smile, feeling like he had finally given back in the biggest way he could (about 4
inches). When asked for a comment, Acai also said she thought she was doing her charity work by fucking a kid
from the ugliest sport, hockey.
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